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OCIC Symposium Participant Package
OCIC’s AGM & Symposium 2022: ‘Global Stories of Change that Change Our Global Story’ is a two-part
event with opportunities to convene and learn from inspiring thought leaders, practitioners, activists,
creatives and influencers. Representatives from civil society organizations, including those from small
and medium-sized organizations (SMOs), grassroots and community-led initiatives, and youth are
encouraged to join us.

Our AGM was held virtually on September 22 and included a formal business meeting with
presentations on the governance, finance and operational aspects of our work over the past year,
followed by presentations of key achievements and priorities ahead from three key Inter-Council
Network (ICN) initiatives: the Fund for Innovation and Transformation (FIT) for small and medium-sized
organizations (SMOs); the Spur Change knowledge sharing program for SMOs, educators and youth; and
the ICN national research project on feminist, anti-racist and decolonial approaches to public
engagement.

Our Symposium will be held in-person on September 27 - 28 on the traditional territory of the Huron
Wendat and Petun First Nations, the Seneca, the Haudenosaunee, the Anishinaabe and the Mississaugas
of the Credit River First Nation, at the Centre for Social Innovation - Spadina, in downtown Toronto.
Recognizing the unique experiences and power that each of us carries to make positive and systemic
change, this Symposium will be a space to learn from global stories of change told from diverse
perspectives and with various innovative mediums and approaches, and to be inspired in your ongoing
work to change our collective story for good.

Building upon sectoral and Council efforts to advance decolonized, anti-racist, community-led
approaches and ‘localized’ leadership, action and innovation, these events will provide curated,
facilitated opportunities for participants to make connections, build relationships, spotlight initiatives,
and plan for the future together.

We would like to recognize and thank our members, partners and contributors for helping to co-create
and present this program, and hope that it will bring value to us all.
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Land Acknowledgement
OCIC recognizes and honours the Indigenous peoples who have historically, and do presently, live and

work on the traditional, both treaty and unceded territories that we operate on. These include the

Huron Wendat and Petun First Nations, the Seneca, the Haudenosaunee, the Anishinaabe, the

Mississaugas of the Credit River First Nation, and many others. We acknowledge that our staff, Board,

volunteers, members and broader community operate on the treaty and unceded territories of these

and numerous other Indigenous peoples and nations.

As we reflect on our role within a settler-colonial context, we acknowledge the importance of naming

the Indigenous peoples and nations on whose lands we live, work and play, and understand the

importance of framing our engagement in the international cooperation sector and beyond through the

lens of reconciliation and decolonization. We recognize that we have a responsibility to stand in

solidarity with Indigenous peoples who have and continue to fight for social justice on their own lands.
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Health & Safety
The OCIC Symposium will be a mask-friendly environment for all participants. While not mandating the

use of masks, Toronto Public Health strongly recommends wearing a well-fitting, high-quality mask in

indoor public settings.

The Centre for Social Innovation and OCIC kindly request that all participants pre-screen for COVID-19

symptoms prior to attending the Symposium each day, and refrain from attending should you have any

symptoms or related concerns.

Getting To CSI - Spadina
We can’t wait to see you at the Centre for Social Innovation (CSI) - Spadina, located at 192 Spadina

Avenue, just steps from Queen Street West.

How do I get to CSI Spadina on transit?

● 510 Spadina Spadina and Sullivan

● 501 Queen Queen and Spadina

● 505 Dundas Dundas and Spadina

How do I get to CSI Spadina by bicycle?

● 11 Minutes Union Station

● 21 Minutes High Park

● 29 Minutes Queen & Woodbine

● 31 Minutes Yonge and Eglington

Where is vehicle parking available?

● There is metered parking all along Spadina.

● There is a Green P parking lot approximately 2 blocks north of the Centre for Social Innovation,

on the east side of Spadina. Note that Spadina runs northbound so you must approach from

Queen St.

● There is a public lot on Sullivan St. Note that Sullivan runs westbound so you must approach

from Huron St.
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Code of Conduct
OCIC is committed to creating a safe and inclusive space. We ask all participants to commit to the

following Code of Conduct, inspired by those of the Inter-Council Network (ICN) and Amnesty Canada,

and adapted for OCIC’s content and approach to this event.

1
RESPECT, I COMMIT to being respectful  to all participants regardless of language, race,

national or ethnic origin, age, sex, gender, sexual orientation, marital status, ability, and any

other identity or belief, throughout this event. I understand that any discrimination or

harassment will not be tolerated.

2
INCLUSION, I COMMIT to creating space for all to contribute and participate, to give

prominence to the voices and stories of those who might be systemically excluded, and to

make space for those that are more appropriately positioned to contribute.

3
HUMILITY, I COMMIT to participating with a spirit of openness to learn and a recognition of

the broad diversity of participants. I  recognize that creating space for lived experiences to

inform this space is necessary and that hearing others’ stories is a privilege.

4
SAFETY, I COMMIT to ensuring the physical, emotional, mental, sexual and spiritual safety of

all participants in the sessions,and reporting any incidents of harassment and discrimination to

the organizers.

5
SOLIDARITY, I COMMIT to seeking common ground and inspiration to support collective

action.

6
PATIENCE, I COMMIT to being patient with technology, organizers, and each other. I recognize

that everyone is on their own journey of learning.

7
OPENNESS, I COMMIT to bringing an open heart and an open mind to my involvement in this

event. I commit to being open to caring for others and myself, including taking space to

decompress and realign my energy if needed.
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Program
September 27, 2022

9:00 – 9:30 Registration & Fair Trade Café

9:30 – 10:00 Welcome & Land Acknowledgement
Kimberly Gibbons - Executive Director, OCIC
Elder Dr. Robert A. Phillips
Arabelle Arcaina - Membership & Administration Coordinator, OCIC

10:00 – 10:45 Sector Change for Social Change: Opening Dialogue
Bella Lam - Chief Executive Officer, Jane Goodall Institute of Canada
Vinod Rajasekaran - Publisher & Chief Executive Officer, Future of Good
Anjum Sultana - Director of Youth Leadership and Policy Advocacy, Plan International
Canada

11:00 – 12:30 World Café & Affinity Exercise
Kathrina Loeffler - Executive Director, Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief

The world café is a non-threatening, facilitated process that brings people together
around questions that matter. It is founded on the assumption that people have the
capacity to work together, no matter who they are and that when you bring people
together from a variety of perspectives to discuss matters of importance the exercise of
reflection and telling each other stories from experience allows for  deeper thoughts,
ideas and motivation for the future than when one addresses the same questions in
isolation or with people who are familiar or similar to each other. The café process makes
discussing issues of importance fun while also providing the opportunity to delve deeper
into issues of importance than we often have time for in society today.

12:30 – 2:00 Lunch

2:00 – 4:00 FIT ‘Innovation Stations’ for Dialogue, Reflection & Learning

‘Entrepreneurship + Digital Livelihoods + Creative Arts: Socio-economic Empowerment
of Women Refugees in Kenya’ with Clarisse Estebar and Vidushi Sanghadia, Project
Leads, International Development Institute, Humber College

‘Increasing Access to Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights through Media
Development’ with Zein Almoghraby, Director of International Programs, Journalists for
Human Rights

‘Lights + Camera + Action for Equality’ with Laura Barbosa, Executive Director, and
Oriana Beltran Castano, Global Programs Coordinator, Canada SOS

‘Remote Ultrasound Capacity Building for Antenatal Access’ with Mark Loewenberger,
Country Program Coordinator, Canadian Physician for Aid and Relief
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‘Writing a Path out of Poverty: Testing a Cash Calculator with Extremely Poor Women in
Northern Kenya’ with David Myhre, Director for Partnerships, My Oral Village

4:00 – 4:45 ‘One Small Visit’: Processes & Learnings Behind Big Screen Storytelling
‘One Small Visit’ is the incredible true story of an Indian immigrant family who
unexpectedly passes through the tiny Midwest hometown of Neil Armstrong in the wake
of the ‘69 moon landing and the civil rights movement and ends up on the doorstep of the
Armstrong home.

This session will be a unique opportunity to hear from Writer, Director and Producer, Jo
Chim, and co-Producers Michelle Arvizu and Morgan Davidoff, sharing insights on the
process and learnings with Eliana Fleifel - Communications and Content Specialist, OCIC

5:30 – 7:30 ‘Development Drinks’ Networking Social

Join us for facilitated networking and the opportunity to hear more about storytelling
from artist, creative entrepreneur and photographer Sid Naidu, and award-winning
Writer, Director and Producer, Noemi Weis, with hosts Lisa Swainston , Director of
Operations, OCIC, and Dr. Vida Shehada, Professor and Program Coordinator of the
International Development Postgraduate Program at Centennial College.

September 28, 2022

9:00 – 9:45 Registration & Fair Trade Café

9:45 – 10:00 Welcome & Land Acknowledgement

10:00 – 12:00 ‘Open Space’ on Issues that Matter: Learning from the collective on organizational
policy development, ‘localization’, metrics, public engagement, policy advocacy,
sustainability and more

Participants will have the opportunity to be a part of one or more open space workshops.
The purpose for conducting open space workshops is to ensure that the topics that matter
to those participating are brought forward and discussed by those who are most
interested in the topics. The format requires that participants bring forward topics that
you want to discuss with others and that you attend the sessions that you are interested in
discussing. One of the laws of open space sessions is that if at any time during the session
you are neither learning nor contributing, use your two feet to join another discussion.
Open space discussions are run by participants and encourage collaboration and
participation organically through their structure.
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12:00 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 1:45 ‘Open Space’ Presentations

2:00 – 4:00 ‘Broken Courage’ Private Screening & Dialogue with director David Peck, in
conversations with Noemi Weis

‘Broken Courage’ is a film about memory, history and reconciliation. It’s about how
trauma has touched us all, the interconnectivity of stories and their power to heal.
Through the film we learn that Suon Rottana was a teenage Khmer Rouge rebel, a soldier
with the Cambodian army, a prisoner of war and a landmine amputee. Suon is now a
wounded man looking for redemption. ‘Broken Courage’ is a film about friendship,
forgiveness, healing and hope. Set against the backdrop of the beautiful country of
Cambodia –The Kingdom of Wonder – this personal journey will remind us all what it
means to find our way back home.

Following the screening David Peck and Noemi Weis will discuss the film and its
significance, processes and insights gained on their respective journeys as storytellers and
filmmakers.

4:00 – 4:30 Closing Ceremony

Resources
Click and explore the links below for recordings of panel discussions, background readings and other
relevant and related items on themes OCIC, our community, and our sector have been engaged with over
the past year:

OCIC AGM & Symposium 2021: Centering Reconciliation and Decolonization in the International
Cooperation Sector

OCIC Global Citizens Forum 2022: ‘Localization Matters’

OCIC ‘Tapestry 2030’ Season 2 Podcast & Illustration Series focused on ‘localization’ and community-led
approaches

OCIC Innovation Lab 2022: Dignified Storytelling
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Contributor Bios
Welcome

Elder Dr. Robert A. Phillips (Great Bear) is a non-Status Urban Mi’kmaq. Although a traditional Pipe

Carrier, Bob is also very contemporary and holds a PhD in Indigenous Studies from Trent University. He

also holds an MA in Fine Art History from York University as well as an Honors BA from the University of

Toronto. Bob Phillips also spent ten years as host of the Aboriginal Voices Radio Arts Review show

discussing art, culture, and contemporary issues with community members from across Canada and the

Far North.

Sector Change for Social Change: Opening Dialogue

Bella Lam, Chief Executive Officer, Jane Goodall Institute of Canada

Bella Lam has over 20 years of experience in international cooperation and community development,

amplifying the work of local partners across regions of Latin America, South Asia, and Sub-Saharan

Africa. She currently leads JGI of Canada to address the convergence of three crises: climate change,

biodiversity loss, and environmental inequity. Bella has in-depth experience with community-centred

conservation, promoting the “One Health” approach that recognizes the well-being of people, animals

and the environment are deeply interconnected. She has built a team at JGI Canada that engages youth

across the country, developing young leaders to take actions on sustainability issues, and collaborating

with Indigenous-led partners on reconciliation and decolonization. She is a strong advocate for climate

and gender justice, and sits on the Board of OCIC. Bella fills her cup by connecting with nature, enjoys

hiking, camping, canoeing and all things outdoors!

Vinod Rajasekaran, Publisher & Chief Executive Officer, Future of Good

An award-winning innovator, Vinod Rajasekaran is Publisher & CEO of Future of Good, a fast-growing

digital publication covering the social impact world for changemakers. We are the essential source of

stories, news, analysis, and commentary to make sense of a sector and society in transition. Thousands

of changemakers read Future of Good every day. Our groundbreaking summits on Black Leadership in

Social Impact, Dismantling Digital Barriers, Women's Economic Resilience and Transforming Funding

Models have convened more than 3500 changemakers to influence and accelerate change.

Prior to launching Future of Good, Vinod oversaw strategy and business model development as the

founding Managing Director of Rideau Hall Foundation, chaired by former Governor General David

Johnston. He was Co-founder and Executive Director of Impact Hub Ottawa, the largest multi-sector

coworking environment in Canada's capital. Vinod also launched Canada's social R&D network as a

Fellow with SiG and McConnell Foundation working to strengthen R&D capacity in Canada's non-profits.

His ground-breaking work in social R&D is referenced around the world. Vinod has also worked abroad

with various international development organizations.
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Vinod is on the Advisory Board to the Equality Fund. He was designated as a Global Shaper by the World

Economic Forum, a winner of the prestigious Lewis Perinbam Award for social innovation, is a member

of the Banff Forum and NEXUS communities, and is a recipient of The Queen Elizabeth II Diamond

Jubilee Medal for his contribution to Canada. Vinod is a regular commentator in the media, an invited

speaker to conferences around the world on emerging trends in social impact, social finance, global

cooperation, innovation, philanthropy, and corporate social responsibility.

Anjum Sultana, Director of Youth Leadership & Policy Advocacy, Plan International Canada

Anjum Sultana is an award-winning public affairs strategist, sought-after media commentator, and

published health equity researcher with expertise in gender equity, public health, and youth leadership.

Anjum is the Director of Youth Leadership & Policy Advocacy at Plan International Canada, a Fellow with

the Public Policy Forum and a Canadian Delegate to the W20. Anjum was selected to join Canada’s

official delegation at the 2021 United Nations Commission on the Status of Women and at the 2019 G7

Youth Summit. In 2020, Anjum was named one of Canada's Top 30 Under 30 in Sustainability and named

a Global Woman of Distinction by the NGO Committee on the United Nations Commission on the Status

of Women. Anjum holds a Masters of Public Health from the Dalla Lana School of Public Health at the

University of Toronto and a Certificate in Sustainable Business Strategy from Harvard Business School.

World Café & Affinity Exercise

Kathrina Loeffler, Executive Director, Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief (CPAR)

Kathrina Loeffler has the privilege of leading teams in Malawi, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Canada. Kathrina

has a deep interest in international development that started at a young age, when she lived in Papua

New Guinea and then in Lesotho. After graduating from high school in Papua New Guinea, Kathrina

returned to Canada where she obtained a degree in cultural anthropology from Western University. She

then worked in international development for many years while pursuing her Bachelor of Education and

Master of Education in Organizational Studies. Those studies honed her expertise in program evaluation

and knowledge transfer that she put to good use as an adult educator and professional facilitator. Her

specific content areas of expertise include cross-cultural communication, health systems strengthening,

continuous quality improvement, and leadership effectiveness. Kathrina is a CHE (Certified Health

Executive) with the Canadian College of Health Leaders and a Certified Professional Facilitator (CPF) with

the International Association of Facilitators. Her role in this Symposium is to facilitate portions of the

Symposium schedule.
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FIT ‘Innovation Stations’ for Dialogue, Reflection & Learning

Dr. Maggie Zeng joined the Fund for Innovation and Transformation (FIT) as Program Officer - Gender.

She works with FIT team members to support Canadian SMOs testing innovative solutions that advance

gender equality in the Global South. Maggie has over 20 years of experience of working in the

international development sector with Ph.D in International Development Policy and Administration

from University of Florida, USA. She is very passionate about gender equality issues and has extensive

experience in managing gender programs and delivering technical advisory and training on

Gender-based Analysis (GBA), Intersectional approach, Result-based Management tools and techniques.

Maggie enjoys connecting with people from different backgrounds and countries. Through her work she

has been to over 20 countries of Asia, Africa and America regions.

‘Entrepreneurship + Digital Livelihoods + Creative Arts: Socio-economic Empowerment of

Women Refugees in Kenya’
Humber Institute of Technology & Advanced Learning, in partnership with CAP – Youth Empowerment

Institute, is testing a solution to increase livelihood opportunities for refugees, predominantly women, in

Nairobi, Kenya. This project integrates a gender-responsive approach to digital entrepreneurship training

and uses e-commerce marketplaces and social media platforms for refugees to showcase their talents in

the creative arts. Through this innovation, participants are establishing online businesses using tools,

strategies, and practices while creating peer-to-peer business relationships with other refugees. Humber

College's innovation works with refugees who have been impacted by conflict, so they can speak to

working with these participants while they use the creative arts (dance, music, art, theatre, photography,

etc.) as an innovative way to improve livelihoods.

Clarisse Estebar, Project Lead, International Development Institute, Humber College is engaged in

advancing Humber College’s internationalization efforts through international development projects and

manages one of IDI’s development projects in East Africa, STEM Education for Empowerment Project

(STEEP). Prior to working in higher education, Clarisse worked for the Provincial Services Division under

the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry and Ontario Ministry of the Environment,

Conservation and Parks for a number of years. Clarisse is an alumni of Humber College’s Bachelor of

International Development program in the Longo Faculty of Business, and the Project Management

Certificate in the Faculty of Applied Sciences and Technology. She is currently pursuing her Master of

Education in Higher Education Leadership at the University of Toronto, Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education.

Vidushi Sanghadia, Project Lead, International Development Institute, Humber College is an

international development professional and lawyer. As project lead with the IDI she undertakes various

roles in project management, financial management, operations and legal. She has a strong interest in

forced migration, displacement, refugee reintegration and education.
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‘Increasing Access to Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights through Media Development’
Journalists for Human Rights, in partnership with three local partners in Mali, is proposing an innovation

that will leverage a theme-driven approach to train, network and coordinate media, government officials

and CSOs. This will put Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights (SRHR) as a priority item on the public

agenda, raise awareness about services, and increase government responsiveness to SRHR issues. The

project will seek to change both the authorities’ attitudes towards SRHR, as well as the general public.

This will lead to changed behaviours in terms of the public seeking SRH services and authorities

increasing the provision of such services, resulting in better health outcomes for women and girls.

Zein Almoghraby, Director of International Programs, Journalists for Human Rights

During his law studies, Zein Almoghraby started working with human rights lawyers in Syria advocating

for democratic reforms in the ruled by an iron fist country. Following the events of 2011, he moved to

Jordan and transitioned his career into media development and human rights advocacy specific work

since 2012 through working for a regional media development organization in Amman, Jordan. As a

young lawyer he supported the legal aid provided to over 100 journalists in the country and managed

development projects in the MENA region. Starting 2016, Zein joined Journalists for Human Rights in

Canada, managing projects in conflict and fragile countries and he was privileged to be part of an

expanding organization that is improving human rights and the democratic conditions where it is most

needed. Throughout his career in development he has managed projects in over 13 countries in the

Middle East and Africa.

‘Lights + Camera + Action for Equality’
Canada Students Offering Support (SOS), in partnership with Semillas de Innovacion para el Desarrollo

Sostenible (SIDS), has tested two innovations in Guatemala funded by FIT. Their second project, ’Lights +

Camera + Action for Equality’ supports Mayan communities in rural Guatemala where Mayan women are

working with their communities to produce and share digital artifacts. This innovation will increase the

self-efficacy of women in the use of new technologies, strengthen the leadership of women in Mayan

villages, strengthen the capacity of women to participate as civic leaders, foster communities aware of

the importance of gender equality and support, and contribute to the formulation of policies that support

and protect indigenous rights.

Laura Barbosa, Executive Director, Canada SOS grew up in Colombia and has lived, worked and studied

in China and Malaysia. She graduated from the International University of Malaya Wales, Malaysia in

Professional Communications and is trilingual (Spanish, English and Chinese). Laura has volunteered with

refugee children from Myanmar who had been displaced to Malaysia, and has worked as a Spanish

teacher, facilitating classes, mentoring students, reviewing lesson plans and using neuro-linguistic

programming. She has been part of the SOS-HQ team since 2020 as the Guatemala Groundswell Program

Coordinator, and is also part of the Refugee Education Council with Global Affairs Canada. She works to

encourage those who are afraid or disheartened by their circumstances to be brave and fight for their

dreams. Laura is a passionate advocate for education, community work and human rights.
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Oriana Beltran Castano, Global Programs Coordinator, Canada SOS is a student at George Brown

College in the Business Administration program, and works to support the coordination, planning and

application of SOS programs. She has experience in the administrative and logistics area, and has

volunteered at food banks and in community work in the past.

‘Remote Ultrasound Capacity Building for Antenatal Access’
In partnership with the University of Saskatchewan, Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief (CPAR)

designed and tested a capacity building program that aimed to increase access to obstetrical care in rural

Ethiopia by bringing potentially life-saving prenatal ultrasound imaging – and associated diagnostic,

preventative and therapeutic capacities - to pregnant women in remote areas of Ethiopia. The goal was

to test the delivery of remote synchronous ultrasound services in selected Health Centers for pregnant

women, who are unable to access comprehensive obstetrical antenatal care (ANC) by training health

officers, nurses and/or midwives to use remote synchronous ultrasound technology in consultation with

an Obstetrician located in a regional hospital.

Mark Loewenberger - Country Program Coordinator, Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief

Mark's background is in medicine. He holds a Bachelor's in science with a specialty in paramedicine. He

has worked all over Canada as a paramedic, most recently as a critical care flight paramedic working in

the Yukon, Nunavut and Northwest Territories. He has also taught wilderness medical courses for over 10

years. Moving back permanently to Ottawa, Mark was looking for an opportunity to explore a broader

scope of public health including health policy and international development which brought him to work

with Facilitated Improvement for Corporate Success (FICS) and Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief

(CPAR) where he has been working as a program coordinator. Outside of work Mark is a wilderness

enthusiast and enjoys canoeing, woodworking, masonry, playing various instruments, and spending time

with his family.

‘Writing a Path out of Poverty: Testing a Cash Calculator with Extremely Poor Women in

Northern Kenya’
My Oral Village, in partnership with The BOMA Project, conducted a field-test in Kenya of '4Share,' a cash

calculator for Android smartphones and tablets, and of 'oralized' printed savings and business records.

4Share translates images of banknotes and coins into numbers that can be recorded. It forms part of a

suite of digital and paper-based Oral Information Management (OIM) tools that illiterate and innumerate

users can employ to keep and understand their financial records. Users employing OIM tools only need to

write single-digit numbers (0 to 9), organized in accounting formats where locally meaningful images

replace text-based row and column headings. The goal was to create a safe, motivating solution that

allows illiterate and innumerate women to acquire basic 'financial numeracy' and keep their own savings,

loan, and business records without the help of others.

David Myhre, Director for Partnerships, My Oral Village has worked for more than two decades on

savings mobilization for vulnerable populations, sustainable rural financial services, and livelihoods

development. He also has promoted household economic strengthening approaches to improve

economic and health outcomes for people living with or affected by HIV/AIDS, especially youth. As
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Director for Partnerships at My Oral Village, he supports innovations in oral financial information

management tools to enable people with limited literacy and numeracy skills to effectively and safely

manage their financial lives. He has held positions in academe, philanthropy, and practice, including at

UC-San Diego and Princeton University, at the Ford and Mastercard foundations, and at the SEEP

Network and FHI 360. David has a Master of Science in Development Sociology from Cornell University.

‘One Small Visit’: Processes & Learnings Behind Big Screen Storytelling

‘One Small Visit’ is the incredible true story of an Indian immigrant family who unexpectedly passes

through the tiny Midwest hometown of Neil Armstrong in the wake of the ‘69 moon landing and the civil

rights movement and ends up on the doorstep of the Armstrong home. This session will be a unique

opportunity to hear from Writer, Director and Producer, Jo Chim, and co-Producers Michelle Arvizu and

Morgan Davidoff, sharing insights on the process and learnings with Eliana Fleifel - Communications and

Content Specialist, OCIC.

Michelle Arvizu, Producer, Coffee Partners Media (KIDNAP CAPITAL, ORPHAN BLACK, PURE) is a

Toronto-based, multi-ethnic (Mexican-Italian-Yaqui) actor, producer and writer, as well as a resident

Acting Coach at LB Acting Studio, through which she is one of the city’s most in-demand acting coaches.

Michelle was one of the producers on the short film WITHHELD, which won Best Canadian Short at the

Whistler Film Festival in 2015. Michelle is also one of the founding artistic directors of LES WOO which

raises money to create more female-identified and BIPOC content in the Canadian Market; as well as

spearheading the BIPOC Committee at the LB Acting Studios, in Toronto.

Jo Chim, Writer, Director, Producer, ‘One Small Visit’

Born in Hong Kong and raised in West Africa, Canada, and the US, Jo’s been a global nomad most of her

life. A career chameleon, she’s had multiple roles in the arts, media, and corporate branding for over two

decades. After graduating from Brown University she worked in New York and played in Paris before

moving to Hong Kong. She returned to North America and pursued acting in theatre, TV, and the

occasional Hollywood blockbuster, earning her very own MEAN GIRLS meme. Now in HK, she oversees a

creative studio for branding and marketing content, specializing in making short form videos, for a global

private education company. ‘One Small Visit’ is Jo's debut as a writer, director, and producer.

Morgan Davidoff, Producer, Coffee Partners Media is a lifelong creative storyteller & someone who

thrives in pressure-cooker scenarios. Morgan balances her time between various creative developments,

a professional problem-solving career, a pro bono role as a Domestic Engineer of Child Development, &

her enthusiastic love of spreadsheets. She holds a BFA in Acting and has launched multiple businesses.

Her latest entrepreneurial venture is the premium vegan cosmetic & lifestyle brand LES WOO which

focuses on female-driven content and products that donate to Intersectional Rape Crisis Centers.
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‘Development Drinks’ Networking Social

Symposium participants meet the broader OCIC community for a free 'Development Drinks' evening event

at the end of Symposium Day 1. There will be facilitated networking, refreshments, a cash bar and the

opportunity to hear from our inspiring guest speakers:

Siddhartha (Sid) Naidu is an artist and documentary photographer who creates stories for social impact.

With a background in education, international development and the creative industries, Sid works

between different sectors to develop and support social change projects that aim to build community

and capacity within undeserved spaces.

Dr. Vida Shehada is a Professor and Program Coordinator of the International Development

Postgraduate Program at Centennial College. She has completed her Ph.D. as a Fulbright Scholar at the

School of Public Affairs and Administration (SPAA), Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (United

States) and she has a Master's degree in Democracy and Human Rights. Dr. Shehada also held research

and teaching positions at Rutgers University and State University of New York (SUNY) of Binghamton.

Previously she worked with several NGOs on issues of gender equality, human rights, and organizational

capacity building. Dr. Shehada served as an OCIC Board Director for the last six years, and currently

serves on the Board of the Canadian Association for the Study of International Development (CASID). She

has developed and led International Development Week at Centennial College for the past six years.

Noemi Weis is an award-winning Writer, Director and Producer that has spent over 20-years telling

stories on big and small screens, from her worldwide advertising projects to her award winning

documentaries. As a humanitarian and an advocate leader Noemí journeys where stories take her to

bring voice to the world’s most vulnerable. Her films have been sold in more than 50 countries receiving

numerous awards globally but most importantly, making a difference in communities around the world.

Born in Buenos Aires and educated in Argentina and Canada, Noemi brings her skills and love for

humanity to every project. She continues to create and develop films to promote human rights and

social justice. She is fluent in English, French, Italian and Spanish with a good proficiency of Portuguese.
At this event, she will speak about her film ‘Connecting the Dots’.

‘Broken Courage’ Private Screening

Broken Courage is a film about memory, history and reconciliation. It’s about how trauma has touched us

all, the interconnectivity of stories and their power to heal. Through the film we learn that Suon Rottana

was a teenage Khmer Rouge rebel, a soldier with the Cambodian army, a prisoner of war and a landmine

amputee. Suon is now a wounded man looking for redemption. Broken Courage is a film about friendship,

forgiveness, healing and hope. Set against the backdrop of the beautiful country of Cambodia –The

Kingdom of Wonder – this personal journey will remind us all what it means to find our way back home.

David Peck produced and directed ‘Broken Courage’, his first feature length documentary film that

recently had its world premiere.
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Founder and director of SoChange, David is a social enterprise that works with the corporate and NGO

community in leadership development, innovation and entrepreneurship. He holds a master’s degree in

philosophy, has completed postgraduate work in International Development, and taught in the business

school at Humber College in Toronto. He is a professional magician and creator of the award-winning

children's television show Spellz. In 2008 David created the Mosquitoes Suck Tour - a global youth

initiative that entertains, educates and advocates. David is also the host of a popular podcast called

Face2Face where he has published over 600 interviews and engages with Oscar nominated directors,

producers and actors and creates and connects conversations to film, ideas and social change. He is a

regular on AM 640 radio as a host on current affairs programming, and has published two books

Irreconcilable Differences, and Real Change is Incremental, which won a Word Guild culture award.

OCIC Staff at the Symposium

Arabelle Arcaina began working for OCIC in June in a summer Special Events Coordinator role and

transitioned to a full-time position as our Membership and Administration Coordinator in early August. A

recent postgraduate International Development student at Humber College, she brings significant

experience in event management, program planning and mentorship from previous student life related

roles, to our team. She completed her undergraduate degree at the University of Toronto, with a double

major in International Relations and Criminology & Sociolegal Studies, with a minor in Political Science.

She is excited to bring these experiences and learnings to her work with our membership.

Eliana Fleifel leads communication efforts at OCIC as our Communications & Content Specialist, and

facilitates the multi-sectoral exchange of ideas, opportunities and knowledge in support of FIAP and the

Global Goals. She holds an undergraduate degree in Business Administration from the American

University in Cairo, and a Master’s in Development Practice from the University of Waterloo. Eliana

specializes in communications for network based organizations in the international cooperation sector,

and has held leadership and advocacy roles in organizations like SDSN Canada, the Global Schools

Program and the British Columbia Council for International Cooperation (BCCIC). For her, working with

networks on a daily basis is a reminder of how much we need each other to create a better world, and

how our diverse lived experiences can fuel this process with creativity, innovation and empathy.

Kimberly Gibbons has been the Executive Director of OCIC since 2005. In her role and life she seeks to

support community-led development and an enabling environment for civil society organizations, and

innovative efforts to engage and mobilize global citizenship. As an active contributor to the Inter-Council

Network of Provincial and Regional Councils for International Cooperation (ICN) and Cooperation Canada

(formerly CCIC), a member of the Humber College International Programs Advisory Committee, Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) Programs Advisory Committee, Knowledge for Change Toronto

Hub, and Global Affairs Canada Civil Society Partnerships Policy Advisory Group (CPAG), Kimberly is a

vocal advocate for small and medium-sized organizations (SMOs) and their potential to strengthen local

to global connections, transformative partnerships, and solidarity.
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Kimberly has worked in many formal and non-formal education settings in Asia, Central America, Europe

and Canada. She holds a Masters of Education in Adult Education and Transformative Learning from

OISE, University of Toronto, and studied human rights at the graduate level at the Commonwealth

Institute, University of London, England. Kimberly also has a Bachelor of Arts in International

Development and Rural Extension Studies from the University of Guelph and completed her final

undergraduate year of study at SNDT Women’s University, Mumbai, India. She’s talented with pruning

tools, loves adventures with her daughter and (loud) little dog, and dreams of building a small home and

living off the land some day.

Lisa Swainston has worked at OCIC since 2008 in a number of capacities. As Director of Operations she is

currently responsible for developing and implementing operational processes and procedures that will

better enable the staff and Council to achieve our strategic directions and funded programs. Lisa also

supports financial and administrative management of all operations, oversees membership renewal and

development, and provides direction on operational and member service activities.

Outside of OCIC Lisa is a Board Director for Amnesty International Toronto, and is an advocate for human

rights, social justice, equality and inclusion, with a strong interest in Indigenous rights and corporate

accountability. Lisa has an Honours B.A. with majors in Criminology and Sociology and minors in French

and Indigenous Studies (formerly called Aboriginal Studies) from the University of Toronto, and

Certificates in Project Management from Humber College; Fundraising and Volunteer Management, and

Practical Management Strategies from George Brown College. She has taken several courses in

Organizational Management and Human Resources, and enjoys camping and hiking, watching films,

listening to music, reading, traveling and crocheting.

Gladys Trinidad is working part-time this fall as OCIC’s Community Information Officer, where she is

focused on creative content development for social media, and other comms projects. Gladys is currently

finishing her Bachelors of International Development at Humber College and has experience working in

the Fashion Industry and on Content Creation. She hopes to use various social media platforms to

magnify global issues and influence online communities. With a background in Fashion Design, Gladys

uses this to fuse her passion for fashion and development together, while advocating for not only the

quality of our clothes, but the lives of those creating them. Gladys also works as a Social Media Manager

for a Toronto-based sustainability brand, and volunteers as a Content Creator for Fashion Revolution

Canada.If she’s not using social media, she's probably taking her daily nature walk.
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Participants & Contributors
Zahra Baptiste

Racha Abou Chakra
Zein Almoghraby

Emily Antze
Arabelle Arcaina
Michelle Arvizu

Laura Barbosa
Arda Baykal

Oriana Beltran Castano
Maria Carmona

Emily Carson
Jo Chim

Jesse Clarke
Morgan Davidoff

Aysha Dawood
Fanta Diaby

Kristin Douglas
Clarisse Estebar

Eliana Fleifel
Kimberly Gibbons

Molly Grove
Janine Hodgson

Aj Kim
Allison Kingston

Bella Lam
Jeannethe Lara

Ma Edna Carolina Lee
Kathrina Loeffler

Mark Loewenberger
Jofin Lorance

Arwa Mhanna
Erik Meerkamper

Esperanza Monsalve
Christina Muia

David Myhre
Sid Naidu

Alice Ng Bouwma
Ghazoua Ouerghi-Saada

David Peck
Dr. Robert A. Phillips

Vinod Rajasekaran
Khalil Rantissi

Vidushi Sanghadia
Dr. Vida Shehada

Canadian Feed the Children
The Salvation Army / Associate Member
Journalists for Human Rights
Partners In Health Canada
Ontario Council for International Cooperation
Producer, ‘One Small Visit’
Canada Students Offering Support
Cuso International
Canada Students Offering Support
Presbyterian World Service & Development
Ethiopiaid Canada
Writer, Director, Producer, ‘One Small Visit’
JN Clarke Consulting
Producer, ‘One Small Visit’
Associate Member / OCIC Board Director
Cooperation Canada
World Accord
Humber College International Development Institute
Ontario Council for International Cooperation
Ontario Council for International Cooperation
Salanga / OCIC Board Director

RayJon Share Care Canada Inc.
Jane Goodall Institute of Canada / OCIC Board Director
Presbyterian World Service & Development
Asian Institute of Technology
Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief
Canadian Physicians for Aid and Relief
Learning for Hope / Associate Member
Plan International Canada
CyberPeace Institute
YMCA of Greater Toronto
Buy Social Canada / OCIC Board Director
My Oral Village
Artist & Photographer
Canadian Red Cross / OCIC Board Director
Inter-Council Network
Director, ‘Broken Courage’
Elder
Future of Good
OCIC Youth Policy-Makers Hub Member
Humber College International Development Institute
Centennial College
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Piera Spinelli Barrile
Anjum Sultana
Lisa Swainston

Ruth Taylor
Charanya Thiyanavadivel

Gladys Trinidad
Daryl Mishka Watin

Noemi Weis
Dr. Maggie Zeng

Rayjon Share Care of Sarnia Inc.
Plan International Canada
Ontario Council for International Cooperation
Heart-Links Lazos de Corazón / OCIC Board Director
Results Canada / OCIC Board Director
Ontario Council for International Cooperation
Centennial College
Writer, Director, Producer, FilmBlanc
Fund for Innovation and Transformation

Volunteers
Tamanna Bazaz

Jo Ann Capoquian
Kritika Chopra
Fariha Hoque

Elizabeth Intac

Irish Dale Macolor
Sarah Poulose
Gurleen Ghotra
Lian Marie Sayno
Reg Quilas
Ken Wong

Thank You
This event was made possible through the tremendous efforts and contributions of OCIC members,

partners, collaborators, participants, volunteers and staff, with the financial support of the Government

of Canada through Global Affairs Canada.

Many thanks to each and every one of you for your engagement with and commitment to our collective

efforts towards universal sustainable development for all.
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